MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, noncoding RNAs that mediate posttranscriptional gene suppression in a sequence-specific manner. The ability of a single miRNA species to target multiple messenger RNAs (mRNAs) makes miRNAs exceptionally important regulators of various cellular functions. The regulatory capacity of miRNAs is increased further by the miRNA ability to suppress gene expression using multiple mechanisms that range from translational inhibition to mRNA degradation. The high miRNA diversity multiplied by the large number of individual miRNA targets generates a vast regulatory RNA network than enables flexible control of mRNA expression. The gene-regulatory capacity and diversity of miRNAs is particularly valuable in the brain, where functional specialization of neurons and persistent flow of information requires constant neuronal adaptation to environmental cues. In this review we will summarize the current knowledge about miRNA biogenesis and miRNA expression regulation with a focus on the role of miRNAs in the mammalian nervous system.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of microRNAs (miRNAs) to target the majority of genes in humans and mice presents miRNAs as important regulators of diverse cellular phenotypes that occur within the range of cell differentiation limits. The degree of phenotypic fluctuation varies between cells of different types and depends largely on the complexity of the cell tasks, cell engagements in multiple intercellular interactions, as well as the cell's exposure to a diversity of environmental signals. Nowhere in the body is the complexity of a single cell's morphology and function as rich as in the brain. In addition to their perinuclear cell soma, each neuron grows a single axon that can extend up to 1 m in length in humans and various numbers of dendrites that create a complex three-dimensional 'dendritic tree.' Dendrites branch and spread up to hundreds of mm around the neuronal soma and contribute to the formation of numerous neuronal circuits with different functional outputs. Depending on the neuron type, dendrites can carry up to 17.5 synapses/mm (Napper and Harvey, 1988a, b) that wire excitatory or inhibitory signals through the neuronal networks. With the estimate of 100-200 billion neurons in the human brain, each individual neuron being synaptically connected to B5000-200 000 neurons, the complexity of information processed exceeds by far any other system in the human body. The morphological and functional specialization of individual neurons and their corresponding networks are at the core of the systems complexity and depend on a highly organized gene expression program. In nonneuronal cells, mRNA translation occurs almost exclusively at the rough endoplasmic reticulum in a close proximity to the nucleus. Although a similar translational compartment exists in neurons, autonomously managed protein translation has been demonstrated to occur in dendrites and axons, and in particular at active synapses and growth cones (Jung et al, 2012; Steward and Schuman, 2003) . The relative autonomy of local mRNA translation regulation implies the existence of a mechanism that enables local control of gene expression upon synaptic activation/inhibition as well as the coupling of this process with the regulation of gene expression in the neuronal nuclei. The recent discovery of the presence of miRNAs and the protein complexes involved in miRNA biogenesis and function in neuronal soma, dendrites, and axons suggested their potential involvement in the regulation of protein translation in all three compartments. Moreover, the presence of the same miRNA in the neuronal soma as well as in distant dendrites might indicate their potential to help coordinating the spatially restricted translational processes. The complex nature of miRNA-dependent gene expression regulation could present an effective mechanism to ensure the tight control of neuronal gene expression required for the regulation of neuronal development, function, and survival.
In the current review we will summarize the general principals of miRNA biogenesis and function. We will discuss the various mechanisms that contribute to the regulation of miRNA expression, stability, and activity with a specific focus on the role of miRNAs in the nervous system.
GENERAL MECHANISMS OF miRNA FUNCTION
The first evidence for the existence of miRNAs as well as their important regulatory role has been obtained by the discovery of the small endogenous RNA lin-4 as essential regulator of cell-fate determination in the C. elegans larvae. This effect of lin-4 was caused by its ability to downregulate the expression of the transcription factor lin-14, whose temporal decrease is critical during the L1-L3 larval cell stage progression (Ambros and Horvitz, 1984; Lee et al, 1993 ). An additional proof for the ability of miRNAs to regulate gene expression has been obtained by the discovery of second miRNA let-7 that controls L3-L4 larvae cell stage progression during C. elegans development by targeting lin-41 Reinhart et al, 2000) . Since the discovery of let-7, more than 1000 distinct miRNAs have been described and annotated in various organisms ranging from algae to humans (www.mirbase.org; Griffiths-Jones, 2006) . miRNA Biogenesis miRNA genes are encoded within the genome, suggesting that their transcription might be tightly coordinated with the transcription of other genes including the proteincoding genes that serve either as a source of miRNAs or as their targets. The genomic origin of miRNAs raises the question about the mechanism that either supports or discriminates against simultaneous expression of proteincoding genes and miRNAs. The most common mechanism of transcriptional segregation between specific proteincoding genes and miRNA gene relies on the localization of B50% of mammalian miRNA-coding genes within the intergenic space. Most of the intergenic miRNAs are autonomously expressed and possess their own enhancer and promoter elements (Corcoran et al, 2009; Lagos-Quintana et al, 2001; Lau et al, 2001 ; Lee and Ambros, 2001; Lee et al, 1993) . Similar to protein coding genes, most miRNA genes are transcribed by RNA Polymerase II (RNA PolII) (Cai et al, 2004; Lee et al, 2004) . It is therefore likely that temporal-and lineagespecific differences in miRNA and protein-coding gene expression are controlled by the expression of specific transcription factors and posttranslational chromatin modifications. This possibility is particularly plausible because of the cluster organization of several miRNA genes. miRNA genes that are clustered within 0.1-50 kb from each other display common expression patterns (Baskerville and Bartel, 2005) . Common expression patterns of clustered miRNAs such as miRNAs from the miR-17-92 and miR-23-27a-24 cluster reflect their generation from a single PolII-dependent polycistronic transcript . The coordinated miRNA gene expression may have a functional significance as suggested by the ability of individual miRNAs derived from the miR-17-92 cluster to contribute jointly to regulation of cell survival by targeting the pro-apoptotic protein Bim (Ventura et al, 2008) . Opposite to proximally located miRNA genes, miRNA genes that are spaced more than 50 kb apart tend to express in a noncoordinated fashion (Baskerville and Bartel, 2005) .
Approximately 40% of miRNA genes are localized within gene introns (Rodriguez et al, 2004; Smalheiser et al, 2008) . Initiation of RNA PolII-or, in some cases, RNA PolIIIdependent transcription (Monteys et al, 2010; Ozsolak et al, 2008) within an intron may prevent transcription and splicing of the protein coding genes. However, experimental and bioinformatics evidence show the ability of numerous intronic miRNAs to coexpress with their host genes (Baskerville and Bartel, 2005; Lagos-Quintana et al, 2001; Lau et al, 2001; Liang et al, 2007; Rodriguez et al, 2004; Wang et al, 2009) . It should be noted that the simultaneous presence of the miRNA and its host mRNA in a given tissue does not automatically imply cotranscription of the miRNA and its host gene(s). It could well be that transcription of the host genes and embedded in them miRNAs does not occur simultaneously but rater in a 'seesaw'-like fashion, thus preventing potential impact of intronic transcription on host gene splicing. Addressing this question would require GROseq (DECODE) analysis of mRNA and miRNA gene transcription (Core et al, 2008) .
Approximately 10% of known miRNA genes are situated within exons and, if encoded in sense direction with the coding gene, follow the transcription patterns of their host gene(s). It is plausible that miRNAs localized within the introns or exons of cell lineage-or function-specific genes might contribute to the control of genetic networks according to the expected function of the host gene product.
In support of this model, the intronic miR-208a, which is coexpressed with its heart-specific host gene Myh6, controls the suppression of negative regulators of muscle growth and hypertrophy in mice (Callis et al, 2009) . Similarly, transcriptional activation of apoptosis-associated tyrosine kinase (AATK), which is essential for neuronal differentiation, leads to expression of its intronic miRNA miR-338 that suppresses mRNAs whose protein products are negative regulators of neuronal differentiation (Barik, 2008) . The possible role of miRNAs as capacitators of their host gene function is supported by comparative analysis of host gene expression and the miRNA as well as the miRNA-target genes in different cell types (Lutter et al, 2010; Radfar et al, 2011) . Intronic miRNAs can also function as direct negative regulators of their host gene expression, as shown for miR-128, which can regulate the expression levels of its host gene Arpp21 in the brain (Lin et al, 2011; Megraw and Hatzigeorgiou, 2010) . The distinct evolutionary conservation of protein coding host genes and miRNAs suggest that localization of miRNAs within genes emerged in response to the environmental pressure that required a coordination of specific cell functions. In this respect it would be interesting to determine the evolutionary traits of miRNAs in conjunction with the evolution of their hosts as well as the appearance of novel regulatory networks in muticelluar organisms.
Regardless of the genomic location, generation of mature miRNAs occurs in a highly conserved fashion that involves the processing of the primary miRNA transcript in the nucleus to the mature product in the cell cytosol. The primary miRNA transcripts (pri-miRNAs) present themselves to the processing machinery not merely as specific sequences but rather as particularly shaped structures. This mode of RNA recognition reflects the ability of the pri-miRNA sequence to fold into an imperfectly paired, double-stranded stem loop structure. The pri-miRNA transcripts can form a highly complex structure containing several multiple stem loops in a row. The imperfect pri-miRNA stem loop structures are recognized by the nuclear microprocessor complex that contains two core proteins, Drosha and DGCR8 (DiGeorge syndrome critical region 8). DGCR8 recognizes and binds to the stem region of the pri-miRNA hairpin followed by the recruitment of Drosha and ensuing cleavage of pri-miRNA and generation of the precursor-miRNA (pre-miR) (Denli et al, 2004; Gregory et al, 2004; Han et al, 2004; Landthaler et al, 2004; Lee et al, 2003; Wang et al, 2007) . The efficiency of primiRNA processing depends on the structural characteristics of individual pri-miRNA sequences. In case of miRNAs that derive from large polycistronic clusters, such as miR-17-92, the miRNAs inside the core of the highly compact tertiary structure are processed less efficiently than miRNAs on the surface of the structure (Chaulk et al, 2011) . The processing of pri-miRNAs occurs co-transcriptionally and produces rapidly a pool of B60-70-nt-long stem-loop pre-miRNAs (Morlando et al, 2008) . The nascent pre-miRNAs are exported to the cytoplasm by the karyopherin protein family member Exportin-5 in a GTP-dependent fashion (Bohnsack et al, 2004; Lund et al, 2004; Yi et al, 2003) . Once in the cytoplasm, the pre-miRNA is incorporated into the RISC Loading Complex (RLC) where it is processed by the type III ribonuclease Dicer into a B21-nt-long miRNA/ miRNA* duplex Grishok et al, 2001; Hutvagner et al, 2001; Ketting et al, 2001; Knight and Bass, 2001) . The miRNA/miRNA* duplex is further processed/ unwound by members of the Argonaute family, giving raise to the mature, single-stranded B21-nt-long miRNA (Kwak and Tomari, 2012) . The miRNA-generating process described above is currently viewed as the canonical pathway and contributes to the generation of most mammalian miRNAs (Figure 1 ).
Noncanonical miRNA Biogenesis
Separate pathways of miRNA generation deviate from the canonical sequential Drosha/DGCR8 and Dicer processing of pri-and pre-miR. The defining feature of a miRNA is its incorporation into the RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC). According to this principal, several noncanonical pathways have been identified. The first pathway, the mirtron pathway, was initially identified in Drosophila, where the splicing and debranching of very short hairpin introns of mRNA coding genes generate pre-miRNAs independent of Drosha/DGCR8 processing that are directly exported and processed by Dicer (Figure 1 ; Okamura et al, 2007; Ruby et al, 2007) . The mirtron pathway was subsequently shown to be conserved in vertebrates (Babiarz et al, 2011; Berezikov et al, 2007; Glazov et al, 2008) and to be truly independent of Drosha/DGCR8 activity (Babiarz et al, 2008; Chong et al, 2008; Yi et al, 2009 ). Opposite to Drosophila, only few mirtrons have been described in mammals so far and include miR-877, miR-702, and miR-1124-miR-1141 (Berezikov et al, 2007) . RNA deepsequencing analysis comparison from Dicer-deficient and DGCR8-deficient mouse brain samples revealed the presence of a total of six brain expressed mirtrons that include the previously described, ES cell-expressed miR-877, miR-1981, and miR-702, as well as three novel mirtrons derived from introns within the Cpne7, Gnb2, and Syvn1 genes (Babiarz et al, 2011) . In addition to mirtrons, a few tRNA and snoRNA derived-fragments have been shown to enter the RISC complex independently of Drosha/DGCR8 but in a Dicer-dependent manner (Babiarz et al, 2008; Bak et al, 2008; Ender et al, 2008) . DGCR8 deletion specifically eliminates the canonical miRNA biogenesis pathway and has been used to reveal the contribution of the canonical miRNA pathway in ES cells, skin development, cardiovascular development, mature cardiomyocyte function and survival, as well as excitatory neuron function and survival (Babiarz et al, 2011; Kanellopoulou et al, 2005; Rao et al, 2009; Wang et al, 2007; Yi et al, 2009) .
A novel Drosha-dependent but Dicer-independent noncanonical pathway for the generation of miRNA was uncovered recently. This pathway relies on Ago2 and specifically on its unique endonuclease activity required for the pre-miRNA cleavage event Cifuentes et al, 2010; Yang et al, 2010) . To date, only a sole miRNA, miR-451, has been shown to employ this mechanism, although the full contribution of the Ago2-dependent pathway remains to be explored. The miR-451 is required for normal erythropoietic development/homeostasis (Patrick et al, 2010; Rasmussen et al, 2010; Yu et al, 2010) , and in the hematopoietic system is solely expressed within the erythroid lineage (Rasmussen and O'Carroll, 2011) ). However, in addition to its essential role in erythropoiesis, this unique miRNA has recently been shown to be important in a defined neuropathology. The miR-451 regulates glioma migration and proliferation in response to metabolic stress (Godlewski et al, 2010) .
RNA-Induced Silencing Complex
Once generated, miRNAs become an integral part of the effector RISC. The miRNA-carrying RISC includes Dicer, the RNA-binding Argonaute proteins , and the adaptor protein TRBP, a double-stranded RNA-binding protein (Chendrimada et al, 2005) that connects Dicer and Ago proteins and loads small interfering RNA into the RISC.
Generally, one strand of the intermediate miRNA duplex, the nascent miRNA, is loaded into RISC (Khvorova et al, 2003; Schwarz et al, 2003) . However, some miRNAencoding loci can incorporate both strands into RISC. The binding of miRNAs to RISC is mediated by the PAZ and MID domains of Ago proteins (Lingel et al, 2003; Song et al, 2003; Yan et al, 2003) .
The mouse and humans genomes encode four Ago proteins (Ago 1-4). The distinct Ago proteins appear to bind a similar pool of miRNAs and mRNA targets (Burroughs et al, 2011; Czech and Hannon, 2011; Landthaler et al, 2008) . However, only Ago2 can catalyze the cleavage . Schematic overview of canonical and noncanonical miRNA biosynthesis. The canonical miRNA pathway produces pri-miRNA transcripts from miRNA genes encoded in exonic, intronic, or intergenic regions, followed by Drosha/DGCR8 processing of the pri-miRNA transcripts into premiRNAs. Intronic pre-miRNA hairpins of the noncanonical mirtron pathway are formed by splicing, debranching, and trimming of short introns without Drosha processing. Pre-miRNAs generated by the canonical and noncanonical pathways are exported from the nucleus via Exportin 5, followed by subsequent Dicer cleavage within the RISC loading complex (RLC), unwinding of the miRNA/miRNA* duplex via Argonaute, and TRBP-dependent loading into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). Binding of target mRNAs to miRNAs in RISC is followed by inhibition of translation and/or mRNA degradation within p-bodies in the cytosol. The transport of RLC and RISC into the dendritic and axonal compartments occurs via a still unknown mechanism.
2003). The slicer function of Ago2 does not play a major role in miRNA gene suppression in mammals. The high abundance of Ago2 in various tissues suggests a possible dominant role of Ago2 in miRNA-mediated gene suppression and hence cell function. Indeed, deficiency in Ago2 results in death of mice during early embryogenesis or during mid gestation (Alisch et al, 2007; Liu et al, 2004; Morita et al, 2007) . However, the essential role of Ago2 in embryonic development may reflect not only impaired miRNA-mediated gene suppression, but also defective miRNA generation. In fibroblasts, deficiency in Ago2 results in downregulation of the expression levels of a defined group of miRNAs. The stability of these nascent miRNAs is strictly dependent upon binding to an Ago2 protein (Diederichs and Haber, 2007; O'Carroll et al, 2007) . The specific role of Ago1, 3, and 4 in miRNA function remains elusive. The individual deficiencies in Ago1, 3, and 4 genes have no obvious impact on mouse well-being, thus suggesting a potential redundancy between Ago 1, 3, and 4 as well as between Ago2 and the rest of the Ago family .
miRNA Targeting and Mechanisms of Silencing
The miRNAs bound within the Ago protein target the RISC complex through sequence complementarity to its target mRNAs. The degree of complementarity defines the mechanism and degree of silencing. As previously stated, full complementarity between miRNA and its mRNA targets will direct Ago2-mediated endonucleolytic cleavage and destruction of the mRNAs Hutvagner and Zamore, 2002) . This mechanism is very rarely employed in the animals, with one example to date postulated in mammals (Hornstein et al, 2005; Yekta et al, 2004) . Animal miRNAs generally display partially complementarity with mismatches of the miRNA/mRNA duplexes in the central region. These mismatches or bulges prevent Ago2-dependent cleavage of the mRNA (Hutvagner and Zamore, 2002) . The initial bases of the miRNA sequence play the important role in defining the mRNA targets. Bases 2-7, known as the miRNA 'seed', are responsible for the definition of target specificity (Doench and Sharp, 2004) . These bases generally must pair with perfect complementarity with the target mRNA, and often pairing 3 0 prime of the seed is observed in bone fide targets. The importance of the seed sequence was underscored through the analysis of an ENU-induced mutation diminuendo in mice that presented progressive hearing loss. The diminuendo mutation was found to be a point mutation in the seed sequence of miR-96 and homozygotes not only show a loss of normal miR-96 target regulation, but the de novo targeting of transcripts with the 'new' mutant miR-96 seed (Lewis et al, 2009) . Most of the miRNA-binding sites are located within the 3 0 UTR of the targeted mRNA. Usually, the binding of multiple miRNAs per 3 0 UTR, either of the same or different miRNAs, will increase the level and effectiveness of mRNA repression. Although the initial hypothesis was that functional miRNA/RISC-binding sites were restricted to the 3 0 UTR, recent data involving both artificial and natural miRNAs as well as Ago2-bound target mRNA sequencing have shown functional sites to reside in the 5 0 UTR or coding mRNA region (Chi et al, 2009; Easow et al, 2007; Gu et al, 2009; Leung et al, 2011b; Orom et al, 2008) . Experimental data with miRNA-binding sites located in coding regions suggest a less robust regulation as compared with the 3 0 UTR (Easow et al, 2007; Gu et al, 2009) .
There are several outcomes of the miRNA/RISC binding to target mRNAs that predominantly include mRNA destabilization and degradation as well as translational repression (reviewed in detail in Fabian et al, 2010) . Intriguingly, there are some instances in which association of the miRNA with the 3 0 or 5 0 UTR causes target mRNA translational activation rather than repression (Henke et al, 2008; Orom et al, 2008; Vasudevan et al, 2007) . In general, the targeting of the 3 0 UTR mRNA by a miRNA results in the modest repression of mRNA expression within the range of maximal 1.5-2-fold (Guo et al, 2010; Selbach et al, 2008) . mRNA degradation is thought to occur in discrete cytoplasmic foci known as processing-bodies (p-bodies) and related stress granules (Franks and Lykke-Andersen, 2008; Kedersha et al, 2005; Sheth and Parker, 2003) . These specialized granules contain a fraction of the Ago proteins and are sites of RNA storage and catabolism (Franks and Lykke-Andersen, 2008; Leung et al, 2006; Sheth and Parker, 2003; Yekta et al, 2004) . They contain a high concentration of proteins involved in mRNA degradation including decapping (DCP1/2) and deadenylating enzymes (Franks and Lykke-Andersen, 2008) . It has been shown that Ago proteins upon mRNA target binding can localize to p-bodies (Bhattacharyya et al, 2006; Liu et al, 2005b) . Besides Ago proteins and mRNA deadenylation, decapping, and degradation enzymes, p-bodies (also known as GW bodies) are enriched for members of the GW182 protein family (Eystathioy et al, 2002 (Eystathioy et al, , 2003 . GW182 proteins are proteins that are crucially involved in miRNA-induced target mRNA repression. There are three mammalian isoforms of the GW182 protein in mammals, TNRC6-A, -B, and -C (Behm- Ansmant et al, 2006; Jakymiw et al, 2005; Liu et al, 2005a, b; Sen and Blau, 2005) . The direct interaction of Ago2 with GW182 via their GW domain is of key importance for miRNA-mediated silencing. Disruption of this interaction, by point mutation or peptide competing, negates the silencing ability of Ago (Behm-Ansmant et al, 2006; Eulalio et al, 2008; Jakymiw et al, 2007; Liu et al, 2005a; Rehwinkel et al, 2005) . GW182 binding to Ago at the miRNA-bound 3 0 UTR site of a target gene creates a docking platform through which deadenylase complexes can gain access to the Poly(A) tail of the targeted mRNA. GW182 directly recruits the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complexes that leads to deadenylation and destabilization of the miRNA-targeted transcript (Behm-Ansmant et al, 2006; Braun et al, 2011; Chekulaeva et al, 2011; Fabian et al, 2011) .
In addition to its function in mRNA degradation, GW182 has been implicated in control of translation repression.
GW182 was identified to directly interact with the poly-A binding protein PABP and, by preventing PABP/eIF4G-dependent loop formation, contributes to the repression of translational initiation. In addition to inhibition of closedloop formation, the mechanism for miRNA-dependent regulation of translational initiation includes repression of 5 0 cap recognition, 40S subunit recruitment, and the repression of 60S subunit joining and inhibition of 80S complex assembly (Humphreys et al, 2005; Pillai et al, 2005) . Moreover, miRNAs have been demonstrated to interfere with ribosome elongation, inducing ribosomedrop-off or facilitation proteolysis of the nascent polypeptides (reviewed in Fabian et al, 2010) .
Recent studies have addressed the relative contribution of these various gene-silencing mechanisms. Through the comparison of the degree of mRNA stabilization/destabilization and target protein levels in cells that had decreased or increased miRNA dosage, the conclusion was drawn that the degree of change observed in protein levels of a miRNAtarget gene is directly proportional to the degree in target mRNA alteration (Guo et al, 2010; Selbach et al, 2008) . Therefore, the authors conclude that the mRNA destabilization pathway is the primary silencing mechanism. Although these elegant and quantitative studies were performed in cell lines and ex vivo isolated granuocytes, it is possible that each cell type may harness a distinct or a combination of silencing mechanism(s) tailored to it own cell biological requirements.
Another important consideration in the appreciation of miRNA-mediated gene silencing is that a given miRNA can have hundreds of target mRNAs (Friedman et al, 2009; Krek et al, 2005; Lim et al, 2005) . Sequencing analysis of Ago2-associated miRNAs and mRNAs from developing mouse brain confirmed the magnitude of miRNA/mRNA target regulation in the brain in vivo (Chi et al, 2009) . Of course, some targets can/will be of greater biological importance than others. Thus, miRNAs have the ability to simultaneously regulate several genes in one/multiple given biological pathway. In addition, several miRNAs can converge on an individual target transcript (Bartel, 2004) . The stoichiometry by which miRNA/RISC induces silencing of transcript is thought to require several RISC-binding events to induce the most efficient silencing (Pillai et al, 2005) . Therefore, miRNAs function sub-stoichiometrically and thus the relative expression of a specific miRNA and its target at a given time point in a distinct spatial compartment may determine the propensity of mRNA silencing.
This might be of particular importance in neurons, where neuronal activity-induced gene expression changes can lead to a sudden shift in target mRNA expression during neuronal activation as compared with the basal state. The profile of suppressed target mRNAs as well as the functional outcome of miRNA/mRNA regulation in individual neurons might differ markedly between the various levels of neuronal activation. The changes in target mRNA suppression could be of particular functional importance in cases where a larger pool of target mRNAs is competing for a limited amount of miRNAs within distinct compartments such as synapses. Moreover, the targets of a specific miRNA that is present in the neuronal soma as well as in the dendritic/axonal compartment could differ considerably between compartments depending on the specific target mRNAs expressed. The elucidation of the spectrum of miRNAs/mRNA regulation in specific neurons within the different compartments at various levels of neuronal activity will depend on the analysis of miRNA/mRNA regulation in a cell type-specific, compartment-specific, and activity-dependent fashion.
Regulation of the miRNA Pathway
The miRNA pathway is subject to transcriptional, posttranscriptional, and posttranslational regulation, and the physiological significance of it is only beginning to be understood. These regulations not only intersect the protein components of the pathway, but also the RNA components inclusive of the pre-miRNAs. The most obvious strategy to regulate the output of the pathway is to alter the content or dosage of miRNAs within RISC. Similar to coding genes, miRNA-encoding loci are transcriptionally regulated and can be subject to vast changes in activity in response to either developmental or environmental cues. The regulation of gene expression programs by neuronal activity is an essential mechanism for neuronal adaptation to environment changes. Neuronal activity plays an essential role in regulating synaptic strength and connectivity of adult neurons. Similar to the activity-induced activation of protein-coding gene transcription, the transcriptional activation of several neuronal miRNAs, such as the miR-132/ 212 and the miR-379-410 clusters, depends on the neuronal activity-induced transcription factors CREB and MEF2, respectively Nudelman et al, 2010; Vo et al, 2005) . miR-132 as well as miR-134, which originates from the miR-379-410 cluster, have been shown to be among several miRNAs that are critically involved in activity-dependent dendritic remodeling and synapse maturation by targeting p250RhoGAP and Pum2/Limk1, respectively (Christensen et al, 2010; Fiore et al, 2009; Hansen et al, 2010; Schratt et al, 2006; Wayman et al, 2008) .
Although the transcriptional regulation of the miRNAencoding loci has long been appreciated, it has recently come to light that that miRNA turnover is an equally important and highly regulated event in neurons. The halflife among neuronal miRNAs can differ significantly. The first indication of differential miRNA stability in neurons came from studies of Dicer-deficient adult neurons. Upon ablation of Dicer in postnatal, differentiated Purkinje cells in the mouse cerebellum, numerous miRNAs remained expressed at wild-type levels for weeks/month after the loss of Dicer (Schaefer et al, 2007) . Although some miRNAs such as miR-124a became undetectable within days after the deletion of Dicer, other miRNAs such as miR-138 remained expressed at almost wild-type levels until the death of the neuron. Differential regulation of miRNA stability and turnover rates in a neuronal cell type-specific manner could be a potent and generally applied mechanism controlling distinct neuron functions. Notably, miRNA turnover in neurons appears to be activity dependent. Exposure of Aplysia sensory neurons to the neurotransmitter serotonin leads to the rapid downregulation of miR-124 and miR-184 (Rajasethupathy et al, 2009) . Moreover, recent studies identified a subpopulation of miRNAs in the mouse retina with light-dependent turnover rates of o60 min, as well as miRNAs whose half-life depends on neuronal activity in the hippocampus. Although many miRNAs including miR-124, miR-29c, and let-7b in the mouse retina are stably expressed during light/dark changes, the expression levels of a specific subgroup of miRNAs such as miR-183/96/182, miR-204, and miR-211 cycle according to the different light levels. Their rapid turnover during light/dark transitions are driven by transcriptional activation and active decay, respectively (Krol et al, 2010) . Similarly, activation of in vitro-cultured mouse neurons by the neurotransmitter glutamate induced the reduction of several miRNAs including miR-124, miR-128, miR-134, and miR-138, whereas the expression of other miRNAs such as miR-16, miR-25, miR-23b, and miR-132 remained unchanged (Krol et al, 2010) . Recent studies on miRNA stability and expression using nonneuronal in vitro cultures identified a group of miRNAs, including miR-21, -29b, -34a, -141, -200a, and -301a, which are rapidly downregulated upon loss of cell adhesion without changing preor pri-miRNA expression levels (Kim et al, 2011) . Although these data clearly show that cellular activation can directly affect miRNA stability, the pathways involved in mature miRNA degradation remain still largely unknown.
Posttranscriptional regulation of miRNA expression at the level of cytosolic pre-miRNA degradation has recently been discovered in human cells. Whereas overexpression of MCPIP1, a CCCH-type zinc-finger protein with RNAbinding potential, was found to decrease ectopically and endogenously expressed miRNAs, MCPIP1 knockdown elevated the levels of several miRNAs such as miR-2, -26a, -107, -182, -146a, -17-5p, and -135b in HepG2 cells . The MCPIP1-dependent changes in miRNA expression levels depend on its ribonuclease activity, leading to cleavage of the terminal pre-miRNA loop and pre-miRNA degradation. Regulation of pre-miRNA stability via stem loop cleavage makes MCPIP1 a direct functional antagonist to Dicer during miRNA biogenesis. Notably, the authors show that MCPIP1-dependent degradation of pre-miRNAs belonging to the let-7 family can be prevented by the presence of another RNA-binding factor, lin-28, that specifically recognizes the terminal loop of let-7 premiRNAs and thereby appears to protect them from cleavage . These results indicate the existence of complex regulatory mechanism involving various RNAbinding factors that can antagonize each other functions and thereby control pre-miRNA processing and degradation.
The posttranscriptional modification of pre-miRNAs is another strategy that has recently been described. and Tut4 have been shown to negatively regulate let-7 miRNA dosage in a variety of organisms (Hagan et al, 2009; Heo et al, 2009; Lehrbach et al, 2009 ). Lin-28 recognizes a conserved motif in the hairpin of many let-7 pre-miRNAs (Heo et al, 2009 ) and recruits the poly-uridylating enzyme Tut4. Poly-uridylation targets the pre-miR for degradation, resulting in the reduction of the corresponding mature miRNA (Hagan et al, 2009; Heo et al, 2009; Lehrbach et al, 2009) . To date, this mechanism has only been observed for members of the ubiquitously expressed let-7 miRNA family. This miRNA family is encoded by 11 loci in mice and, because of functional redundancies, the precise contribution to neuronal biology has not yet been genetically addressed. However, there is overwhelming evidence that let-7 miRNAs, which are not only ubiquitously but also abundantly expressed, function as a tumor-suppressor mechanism. In addition to regulating pre-let-7, Tut4 was recently shown to regulate mature miRNA activity again through poly-uridylation (Jones et al, 2009) . Conversely, the addition of a 3 0 adenosine after Dicer processing by the cytoplasmic poly(A) polymerase GLD-2 has been shown to stabilize miR-122 in liver cells (Katoh et al, 2009 ). Thus, the addition of 3 0 nucleotides has been described that defines a cellular mechanism by which miRNA half-life or activity may be regulated.
Regulating mature miRNA activity rather than its stability is another recently described mechanism that could play an important physiological role in neurons. Artificial miRNA sponges, RNA sequences containing several consecutive binding sites for one specific miRNA that can function as high-affinity decoy targets, have been developed recently as a potent tool to inhibit miRNA activity in cells without changing miRNA expression levels (Ebert et al, 2007) . Given the ability of mRNA-based miRNA sponges to specifically inhibit miRNA function, the authors speculated that nature itself might have invented a similar mechanism to regulate miRNA activity (Ebert and Sharp, 2010) . Recent data confirmed the existence of endogenous sponges such as the TPSI family of noncoding RNAs in plants (FrancoZorrilla et al, 2007) , Herpesvirus saimiri U-rich RNAs (HSURs) in viruses (Cazalla et al, 2010) , as well as the PTENP1 pseudogene in mammals (Poliseno et al, 2010) . Indeed, a class of long noncoding RNAs that act as miRNA sponges were identified and termed competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) with functions in muscle differentiation and tumor suppression (Cesana et al, 2011; Karreth et al, 2011; Tay et al, 2011) . Moreover, it is possible that actual miRNA-target genes by themselves might function as endogenous sponges and can actively regulate miRNA activity. For example, expression of the 3 0 UTRs of prohibitin, Pea-15, and troponin1 had been previously described to influence proliferation and differentiation of cancer and muscle cells, respectively (Jupe et al, 1996; Rastinejad et al, 1993; Tsukamoto et al, 2000) . Several of the predicted miRNA-target genes contain not one but multiple, consecutive miRNA-binding sites within their 3 0 UTRs. For example, the 3 0 UTR of the onecut homeobox 2 transcription factor (Onecut2) appears like bona fide naturally designed ....................................................................................................................................................... -9 sponge by possessing a total of 13 individual miR-9-binding sites within its sequence (as predicted by TargetScan; Lewis et al, 2005) .
Because of the existence of spatially separated zones of mRNA translation in neurons, the expression of endogenous miRNA sponges followed by local sequestration of miRNAs could have major consequences on local miRNAtarget gene expression within the specific neuronal compartments. Although the constitutively expression of a miRNA sponge could fine-tune the activity of miRNA regulation and/or affect the profile of the target pool, activity-dependent induction of miRNA sponge expression could cause a sudden release of target mRNA suppression from specific miRNAs followed by their translation activation.
miRNA EXPRESSION IN THE BRAIN
Almost 50% of all identified miRNAs are expressed in the mammalian brain (Krichevsky et al, 2003; Lagos-Quintana et al, 2002; Landgraf et al, 2007; Miska et al, 2004; Sempere et al, 2004; Shao et al, 2010) . These miRNAs appear to be differentially distributed between distinct brain areas in mammals as well as in evolutionary lower species such as zebrafish. In addition to brain region or neuron typespecific expression differences (Bak et al, 2008; Landgraf et al, 2007; Olsen et al, 2009; Wienholds et al, 2005) , neurons also display differential intraneuronal miRNA compartmentalization Lugli et al, 2008; Mollet et al, 2008; Pichardo-Casas et al, 2012; Siegel et al, 2009) . Several miRNAs such as miR-125b, miR-128, miR-132, miR-134, and miR-139 are enriched in synapses or dendrites as compared with the perinuclear cell soma Edbauer et al, 2010; Lugli et al, 2008; Mollet et al, 2008; Pichardo-Casas et al, 2012; Schratt et al, 2006; Siegel et al, 2009) . Moreover, miRNAs specifically enriched in the distal axon of sympathetic neurons in the rat have been recently isolated (Natera-Naranjo et al 2010). The enrichment of specific miRNAs within the axonal and dendritic compartments indicates their potentially unique role in control of local protein expression, synapse maturation, and/or function. Their synaptic localization in combination with their activity-dependent regulation link miRNAs to the adaptive processes of neural circuit formation and function. Recent data on the role of synaptic miRNAs and their target gene networks have revealed their importance for synapse development and physiology (reviewed in great detail in Corbin et al, 2009; Konecna et al, 2009; Kosik, 2006; Schratt, 2009; Siegel et al, 2011; Smalheiser and Lugli, 2009) . The mechanisms that contribute to specific enrichment of miRNAs within synapses, dendrites, and axons remain unknown, but are likely to involve RNA-binding proteins that deliver or anchor miRNAs to particular neuron areas. Indeed, several brain-enriched miRNAs, including miR-125b, miR-128, and miR-132, have been found in association with FMRP, a RNA-binding protein that localized into dendrites and is known for its important role in the regulation of local protein translation (Edbauer et al, 2010; Schratt et al, 2006) . Furthermore, the presence of RISC in the pre-and postsynaptic neuronal compartments underscores the ability of miRNAs to not only migrate to the axonal and dendritic sites of synapses, but also be potentially generated locally from pre-miRNAs (Ashraf et al, 2006; Banerjee et al, 2009; Barbee et al, 2006; He et al, 2012; Hengst et al, 2006; Lugli et al, 2005 Lugli et al, , 2008 .
The expression levels of miRNAs in neurons vary significantly. Some miRNAs such as let-7, miR-124, and miR-128 are expressed at very high copy numbers (up to 30 000-50 000 copies/neuron) (Lim et al, 2003; Raymond et al, 2005) , whereas the levels of other brain expressed miRNAs can be as low as 1-2 copies/cell as deduced from the analysis of the total brain tissue or neuronal cell culture extracts. The latter approaches of RNA analysis ignore the potential highly specific distribution of miRNAs within different neuronal population and could lead to misleading conclusions about potential miRNA significance in vivo. In situ analysis of miRNAs in zebrafish and mouse brain points not only to neuron-type diversity of miRNA distribution, but also potential interneuronal diversity of miRNA expression within the same brain areas (Pena et al, 2009; Schaefer et al, 2007; Wienholds et al, 2005) . The exact estimate of individual miRNA expression levels and patterns at a single neuron resolution will provide the most valuable information about the possible role of miRNAs in establishing the functional neuron diversity. In support of the neuron-specific diversity of miRNA expression levels, single-cell analysis of the pan-neuronal-specific miRNA, miR-9, in mice revealed significant differences in miR-9 copy number expression between a striatal and a magnocellular neuron (Pietrzykowski et al, 2008) .
The putative interneuronal miRNA diversity might be rooted in the multiplicity of genes encoding a single miRNA species. Approximately 10% of the B1500 mature miRNAs annotated in humans derive from more than one gene (www.mirbase.org; Griffiths-Jones, 2006) . Notably, many of the brain-enriched miRNAs are encoded by multiple genes. Three highly abundant neuron-specific miRNAs, mir-124, miR-7, and miR-9, as well as the highly abundant but rather ubiquitously expressed miRNA, let-7a, are each encoded by three different genes in humans (Griffiths- Jones, 2006) . The brain-enriched miR-128, miR-129, miR-133a, miR-138, miR-153, miR-181a, miR-181b, miR-218, and miR-219, as well as the highly abundant but rather ubiquitously expressed let7-f, miR-16, miR-26a, miR30c, miR-101, miR-103a, miR-103b, and miR-125b are encoded by two independent gene loci (Griffiths- Jones, 2006) . Moreover, in most of the cases the genes that encode a single miRNA species are located on different chromosomes. The multiplicity of genes encoding a single miRNA species may have several reasons. The expression of miRNAs from different chromosomes might represent a back-up mechanism that ensures the expression of essential miRNAs in case of deleterious mutations to one of the miRNA-encoding alleles. Alternatively, multiplicity of miRNA-encoding genes may be required to keep the miRNA expression at levels that could not be achieved by transcription from a single miRNA gene. It is also possible that multiplicity of miRNAcoding genes supports interneuronal diversity of miRNA expression. Similar to protein-coding genes that are expressed at different levels in functionally distinct neurons, the transcription of individual miRNA-encoding genes may differ significantly between individual neurons, thus contributing to the neuron-specific pattern and levels of miRNA expression. This putative mechanism may also enable epigenetic control of miRNA expression through signal-dependent chromatin changes of its (host) genes. The possibility of the described scenario is supported by differential contribution of the two individual miR-128 genes to the expression of the brain-enriched and highly abundant miR-128. The miR-128 is encoded by miR-128-1 and miR-128-2 genes located in the intronic region of the R3hdm1 gene on chromosome 2 and the Arpp21 gene on chromosome 3, respectively. The expression of miR-128-1 from the R3hdm1 intron and mir-128-2 from the Arpp21 intron is evolutionary conserved among many vertebrates from humans to mice and zebrafish (Griffiths-Jones, 2006) . Using genetic selective ablation of the miR-128-1 and -2 genes in mice, we found that the miR-128-1 gene is responsible for only 20% of the total mature miR-128 expressed in neurons, whereas miR-128-2 generates the remaining 80% (unpublished data from Anne Schaefer and Chan Lek Tan). The described asymmetry in individual miR-128 gene contribution to the neuronal miR-128 pool may contribute to the establishment of a miRNA controlled regulatory loop similar to those observed in C. elegans. There, one of the more complex regulatory feedback mechanisms controls the development of left/right asymmetry of the 'ASE' chemosensory neurons in the worms. The asymmetric expression profiles of ASE left (ASEL) and ASE right (ASER) neurons is governed by the expression of two miRNAs, lys-6 and miR-273, that target distinct transcription factors controlling left vs right ASE neuron lineage-specific chemosensory receptor expression. Whereas miR-273 is induced by the transcription factor COG-1 in ASER neurons and suppresses the ASES neuronspecific transcription factor DIE-1, ASES neurons express DIE-1 that induces lys-6, which suppresses the ASER neuron inducing COG-1, thereby lacks induction of miR-273 expression, which obliterates miR-273-induced repression of DIE-1 (Johnston and Hobert, 2003) . Neuron-specific miRNA expression can be regulated not only at the transcriptional but also at posttranscriptional levels that involve differential pri-and pre-miRNA processing. Although the pre-miR-138 is expressed ubiquitously, the expression of the mature miR-138 is limited largely to neurons (Obernosterer et al, 2006) . This discrepancy between tissue specificity of pre-miRNA and mature miRNA expression implies the existence of a mechanism that allows neuron-specific regulation of Dicer or Ago2 activities in a miRNA-and cell type-specific fashion. Differential activation of Dicer had been reported in early studies that revealed neuronal activity-induced stimulation of Dicer activity at the synapse (Lugli et al, 2005) . Another possible mechanism to regulate miRNA expression in neurons may involve posttranslational modification of the RISC complex that contributes to the processing of numerous miRNA species Schaefer et al, 2009) . Several components of the RISC complex have been shown to be posttranslationally modified. TRBP is phosphorylated on several serine residues via the MAP kinase pathway with a positive impact on TRBP stability, resulting in increased Dicer levels (Paroo et al, 2009) . Recent studies have shown that Ago2 is subjected to several posttranslational modifications ranging from prolyl hydroxylation, phosphorylation, and ubiquitination to poly ADP ribosylation (Leung et al, 2011a; Qi et al, 2008; Rudel et al, 2010; Rybak et al, 2009; Zeng et al, 2008) . Phosphorylation of Ago2 by MAPKAP kinase 2 (MK2) implies a possibility of signal-dependent control of miRNA biogenesis and miRNA-mediated gene silencing (Zeng et al, 2008) . In neurons, activation of MAP kinase occurs in response to various signals including growth factors and has been linked to the control of gene expression patterns in specific types of neurons.
In support of this concept, the protein Moloney leukemia virus 10 (Mov10), the mammalian homolog of the Drosophila RISC component Armitage, localizes to the synapse in hippocampal rat neurons and is degraded upon neuronal activation (Banerjee et al, 2009) . Activity-induced degradation of Mov10 was consequently shown to release miR-138 mediated suppression of several neuroplasticityregulating genes including CamkII, Limk1, and Lypla1 (Banerjee et al, 2009) .
It is plausible that RISC activity and the miRNAs controlled by it are a central part of the regulatory signaling network that adjusts neuron transcriptional homeostasis to the environmental signals.
miRNAs AND BRAIN PHYSIOLOGY
The first evidence for the essential role of miRNAs in brain physiology has been generated by studies of the nervous system development in Dicer-deficient zebrafish. Because of the lack of Dicer-dependent pre-miRNA processing, the zebrafish fails to produce any mature miRNAs. Lack of mature miRNAs caused severe malformation in the central nervous system, as well as in some other organs (Giraldez et al, 2005) . Similarly, engineered Dicer deficiency in olfactory progenitor neurons in mice and zebrafish arrested the terminal differentiation of progenitor cells into mature olfactory neurons (Choi et al, 2008) . The brain malformations or defective olfactory neuron differentiation caused by Dicer deficiency appears, in each case, to reflect the key role of one specific miRNA subclass. The abnormal brain morphology including impaired brain ventricle and midbrain/hindbrain boundary formation caused by Dicer ....................................................................................................................................................... deficiency in zebrafish could be rescued by re-introducing miRNAs of the miR-430 family (Giraldez et al, 2005) . Similarly, olfactory defects caused by Dicer deficiency likely reflect a key role of the mir-200 miRNA family in the development of these neurons (Choi et al, 2008) .
The selective role of individual miRNAs in the regulation of neuron function and survival has been further supported by studies of Dicer-deficient adult neurons. Deficiency in Dicer in differentiated neurons in the mouse cerebellum revealed a critical role of miRNAs in neuronal survival (Schaefer et al, 2007) . Selective loss of Dicer in Purkinje cells initiated a slow neurodegenerative process associated with Purkinje cell death and the development of ataxia B2-3 months after the deletion of Dicer gene. The essential role of miRNAs in adult neuron survival was confirmed by ablation of Dicer in dopaminergic neurons, striatal D2 neurons, and excitatory forebrain neurons (Davis et al, 2008; Kim et al, 2007; Schaefer et al, 2010) .
Despite the lack of Dicer, numerous miRNAs remained expressed at wild-type levels until the onset of Purkinje cell death (Schaefer et al, 2007) . The differences in miRNA decay were unrelated to miRNA copy numbers. Although miR-124a, the most abundant neuron-specific miRNA, was among the first miRNAs to disappear following Dicer deficiency, less abundant miRNAs were still detectable. These studies suggested differential stability of miRNAs in adult neurons. It also suggested that the less stably expressed miRNAs, such as miR-29a, miR-29b, miR-30c, miR-101, miR-103, miR-125b, and miR-181a, are likely regulators of neuronal survival, whereas the more stably expressed miRNAs, including miR-134, miR-138, miR-143, miR-149, miR-212, and miR-329 , are regulators of the specific Purkinje cell functions that remained electrophysiologically and behaviorally unperturbed until the onset of Purkinje cell death (Schaefer et al, 2007) .
Differential dependence of individual miRNA species on Ago2 was successfully employed to identify miRNAs that may contribute to neuron dopamine responses and addiction. In these studies, adult neurons were rendered deficient for the Ago2 protein that contributes both to miRNA generation and mRNA target suppression. Ago2 is involved in the processing of miRNAs from their precursors . This function of Ago2 contributes differential to individual miRNA generation, where only a fraction of miRNAs appears to be affected by the loss of Ago2 in nonneuronal cells as well as in neurons (Schaefer et al, 2010) . In contrast to the deficiency of Dicer, loss of Ago2 in neurons has no obvious impact on neuronal survival and mice well-being. However, responses of neurons to neurotransmitters appear to require Ago2. Loss of Ago2 in dopamine receptor 2-expressing (D2) neurons in the striatum played a key role in cocaine addiction (Schaefer et al, 2010) . In contrast to control mice, which develop a strong dependence on cocaine, mice that lack Ago2 in D2 neurons do not become addicted. Opposite to the loss of Ago2, loss of either Ago1, 3, or 4 was not associated with any behavioral abnormalities nor did it lead to any changes in mRNA or miRNA expression in the brain regions investigated (Schaefer et al, 2010) .
Overall, the studies of Dicer-and Ago2-deficient neurons in the postnatal brain point toward a role of miRNAs as tuners of neuron function rather than gate-keepers of neuronal differentiation as suggested by earlier studies of neuron-specific miR-124 during brain development. This miRNA becomes strongly upregulated during neuronal differentiation from neuronal stem cells (NSCs) to differentiated neurons (Krichevsky et al, 2003) . Before the neuronal lineage commitment, expression of miR-124 gene is repressed by the transcriptional repressor RE1-silencing transcription factor (REST) (Conaco et al, 2006) . REST is expressed in all nonneuronal cells where it inhibits neuronspecific gene expression. REST recruits histone deacetylases and methyl CpG-binding protein MeCP2 to the miR-124 gene promoter and silences its transcription. Upon activation of NSC differentiation into neurons, REST expression is downregulated and miR-124 gene expression is induced (Conaco et al, 2006) . The upregulation of miR-124 during the developmental switch between progenitor proliferation and neuronal fate commitment reflects the essential role of miR-124 in suppression of various nonneuronal targets that need to be removed in order to progress to the next stage (Conaco et al, 2006) . Moreover, miR-124 induces the expression of neuron-specific mRNA splice variants by directly suppressing PTBP1, a repressor of alternative premRNA splicing that is expressed predominantly in nonneuronal cells (Makeyev et al, 2007) . The ability of miR-124 to control not only the expression of one or two target genes but entire neuronal gene expression pattern of more than 100 genes was demonstrated by the ectopic expression of miR-124 in Hela cells. Upon miR-124 expression, Hela cells changed their specific gene expression pattern into a neuronal pattern . The mechanism of the miR-124-mediated switch from early progenitors to neurons relies on miR-124-mediated suppression of the BAF53a component of the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling SWI/SNF complex. The absence of BAF53a and its concomitant replacement by BAF53b promotes termination of cell division and differentiation in nondividing neurons (Yoo et al, 2009 (Yoo et al, , 2011 . Another brain-specific and highly abundantly expressed miRNA, mir-9, is important for the progression of neurogenesis and in organization of the midbrain/hindbrain boundary during brain development (Krichevsky et al, 2003; Leucht et al, 2008) . In support of the key role of miR-124 and miR-9 in neuronal lineage commitment and differentiation, ectopic expression of miR-124 and miR-9 in fibroblasts resulted in these cells reprogramming into neurons (Yoo et al, 2011 Purkinje cells confirmed the lack of de-differentiation or migration of these cells between the time of Dicer deletion B3-4 weeks postnatally and cell degeneration at B3 months of age (Schaefer et al, 2010) . These data might suggest that the significance of miR-124, miR-9, and other miRNAs controlling neuronal differentiation is restricted to the developing brain. However, these miRNAs remain abundantly expressed in adult neurons, which suggest a potential functional switch between their role and/or target pool during brain development as compared with the postnatal brain. Recent work revealed an important role of miR-9 in splice variants expression regulation of the largeconductance calcium-and voltage-activated potassium channel (BK) in adult mouse brain (Pietrzykowski et al, 2008) . Alcohol consumption in adult mice causes a rapid, B2-fold increase in miR-9 levels in neurons in the supraoptic nucleus and the striatum followed by a consecutive suppression of BK splice variants that contain 3 0 UTR miR-9-binding sites. The reorganization of BK splice variants toward a 'miR-9 insensitive' BK channel isoform profile is associated with changes in alcohol responsiveness of the BK channel (Pietrzykowski et al, 2008) . These data indicate that developmentally important miRNAs that remain highly expressed in neurons might switch their functional roles from ensuing neuronal differentiation to regulating environmental adaptation of the adult brain.
miRNAs IN NEUROLOGICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC DISEASE
The potential involvement of miRNAs in initiation and/or progression of neurological diseases is suggested by their complex role in regulation of gene expression in neurons and glia. The results of numerous studies showing changes in miRNA expression levels and patterns during various neurological and psychiatric diseases in humans clearly indicate an involvement of miRNAs in these disorders (reviewed in more depth in Im and Kenny, 2012; Fiore et al, 2011; Olde Loohuis et al, 2012) . For example, whereas miR-16, -30b, and -181b are found to be significantly upregulated in the cortex of schizophrenia patients, miR-132 was significantly downregulated in the cortex of schizophrenia patients as well as in patients suffering from Autism spectrum disorders (Abu-Elneel et al, 2008; Beveridge and Cairns, 2012; Beveridge et al, 2008; Miller et al, 2012; Perkins et al, 2007) . Patients and mice suffering from Huntington's disease displayed downregulation of several miRNAs including, miR-9/9*, -17, -29a/b, -124, -132, -196a, -222, -330, -485, and -486 (Johnson et al, 2008; Packer et al, 2008) , whereas miR-9 and miR-128 were found to be upregulated in the CNS of patients with Alzheimer's disease as compared with their age-matched control samples (Lukiw, 2007) .
Trisomy 21, also known as Down Syndrome (DS), is caused by a triplication of the human chromosome 21 and is associated with cognitive impairments and congenital heart defects. The expression levels of the five miRNAs encoded on chromosome 21, let-7c, miR-99a, -125b-2, -155, and -802, were found to be increased in the fetal brain and heart of patients with DS (Kuhn et al, 2008) . However, the exact mechanism of how triplication of chromosome 21 including the altered expression of the five miRNAs leads to the manifestations of the disease remains unknown.
Individuals suffering from the DiGeorge syndrome, caused by a 22q11.2 microdeletions that includes the DGCR8 gene, show behavioral and cognitive deficits and are at high risk of developing schizophrenia. A mouse model with a chromosomal deficiency spanning a segment syntenic to the human 22q11.2 locus revealed a specific subset of brain miRNAs, including miR-134, that were affected by the haploinsufficiency of DGCR8 (Stark et al, 2008) .
Although these data clearly demonstrate that miRNA expression in the human brain is affected during neurological and psychiatric diseases, the interpretation of the observed changes in miRNA expression as a cause or a consequence of specific neuronal alteration in these disorder remains challenging.
Evidence to support the physiological significance of a miRNA/mRNA target interaction in human neurons could come from the discovery of disease-associated mutations/ polymorphisms within the miRNA or the miRNA-binding sites of target genes that will affect miRNA expression and/or target gene suppression in neurons (Sun et al, 2009) . One example that supports this notion includes a single mutation in the 3 0 UTR of the SLITRK1 gene that leads to a disruption of its 3 0 UTR miR-189-binding site and is associated with the development of Tourette syndrome and obsessive-compulsive disorders (Abelson et al, 2005) . However, the recent advances in mutation analysis of human disease by whole-genome sequencing and the inclusion of the 3 0 and 5 0 UTRs as well as miRNAs and long-noncoding RNAs genes should help to reveal the actual contribution of miRNAs to human disease development. In support of this concept, a recent genome-wide study of schizophrenia-associated gene polymorphism from B20 000 patient and 430 000 control samples revealed miR-137 as their strongest novel disease-associated candidate gene (Ripke et al, 2011) . Moreover, four of the other identified schizophrenia loci that achieved genome-wide significance within this study contained several miR-137-predicted target genes. These data suggest that miR-137-dependent gene dysregulation may present a previously unknown etiologic mechanism in the development of schizophrenia (Ripke et al, 2011) .
CONCLUSION
The research on the role of miRNAs in brain function has reached the state where cataloging neuron-expressed miRNAs is shifting toward a mechanistic understanding of individual miRNAs function at the level of individual neurons and/or functionally integrated neuronal circuits. The novel approaches using transgenic mice for the neuron ............................................................................................................................................................ type-specific analysis of Ago2-bound miRNA and mRNAs (Chi et al, 2009; He et al, 2012; Schaefer et al, 2010) may facilitate identification of neuron type-specific miRNA targets as well as the specific functional pathways that are targeted by miRNAs in neurons. The analysis of individual miRNA functions will require their inactivation or overexpression within well-defined neuron subpopulations that are characterized by common signaling features and specific physiological function, for example, dopaminergic vs serotonergic neurons. Recent findings show the potent ability of individual miRNAs to control cocaine addiction Im et al, 2010) , alcohol tolerance (Pietrzykowski et al, 2008) , to regulate fear extinction (Lin et al, 2011) , and circadian rhythm (Cheng et al, 2007) in mice (for a more detailed review on specific miRNA function in the nervous system, please read Fiore et al, 2011; Im and Kenny, 2012; Olde Loohuis et al, 2012) . These specific functions of miRNAs could be potentially used to develop RNA-based approaches for the therapy of neurological and psychiatric disorders.
